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1. Post school certificate stage expects the learners to operate-----by writing minutes 
etc.

     	--->> independently

     	      dependently

     	      writing

     	      listening

2. This skill is  difficult, it is individualistic and most times don't  feel like practicing------

     	      listening

     	--->> writing

     	      singing

     	      speaking

3. Public examinations are the ones conducted by either nationally or------recognized 
examination bodies.

     	      Technical

     	      Nigeria

     	--->> internationally

     	      intentionally

4. The main ideas of a pssage are at the beginning, the ------ or even end of the 
passage.

     	      back

     	      front

     	      top

     	--->> middle

5. To arrive at the main ideas of a passage involves the use of inductive, deductive and-
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-- reasoning process.

     	      strategic

     	      demonstrative

     	      implicit

     	--->> analogical

6. Strategic sentences containing the main ideas are called--------sentences.

     	--->> topic

     	      support

     	      implicit

     	      analogical

7. When  the passage is not understood, learners copy the passage-----.

     	      verbation

     	      paraphrase

     	--->> verbatim

     	      synonyms

8. Measurement of the consistency of test scores between one administration of the 
test and the next is called----.

     	      validity

     	--->> reliability

     	      verbatim

     	      phonology

9. A good sign of someone who can summarize is seen in one's ability to use words---- 
from the authorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s words.

     	      strategic

     	--->> different

     	      similar
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     	      same

10. The quizzes used during the process of teaching to find out how well learners are 
doing is ------.

     	      examinations

     	      Evaluation

     	      questioning

     	--->> tests
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